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Influence of secondary decay on isotope-ratio temperature measurements
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Influence of sequential decay on nuclear temperature measurements is studied. Particular attention is paid to
the contribution of higher-energy resonances and to the role of the primary charge distribution. Results of
calculations show that temperatures extracted from the measured double isotope ratios are strongly affected at
temperatures beyond 6 MeV. The fluctuations between different isotope thermometers observed in the experi-
ment seem mainly due to structure effects in the secondary decay process.@S0556-2813~99!04603-8#

PACS number~s!: 24.10.Pa, 21.65.1f, 25.70.Pq
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I. INTRODUCTION

In intermediate-energy heavy-ion collisions, nuclear fra
ments are emitted from highly excited systems. Produc
of these particles appears to be dominated by their ph
space, and can be described by statistical physics. Thus,
perature, a basic quantity in statistical physics, can be
dressed experimentally. Two methods have been most c
monly used to measure nuclear temperatures, both of w
assume thermal and chemical equilibrium at a single free
out condition. One method is to measure the yields of p
ticle unstable states@1–9#. Another method is based on th
double ratio of two isotope pairs@10–16#.

Nuclear temperature has been studied extensively in
last decade. Most work has focused on the measureme
excited states yields@1–9#, where temperature is deduce
from the yields of two states in one isotope

T5
E12E2

ln~a8Y1 /Y2!
. ~1!

Herea85(2J211)/(2J111), Ei is the excitation energy,Yi
is the measured yield, andJi is the spin factor of the statei.
Experimental results show that temperature extracted f
Eq. ~1! increases slowly from 3 to 6 MeV over a large ran
of incident energy@7#.

Recently, nuclear temperatures also have been studie
ing double isotope yield-ratios@10#. Yields of two pairs of
isotope, each with one neutron difference, are measured
temperature is defined as

T5
B

ln@a~Y1 /Y2!/~Y3 /Y4!#
, ~2!

whereY1 ,Y2 are the yields of one isotope pair andY3 ,Y4 is
another isotope pair;B is the binding energy differenceB
5BE12BE22(BE32BE4). Here, the statistical weighting
factor a is defined as
PRC 590556-2813/99/59~3!/1567~7!/$15.00
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a5
~2S311!/~2S411!

~2S111!/~2S211! FA3 /A4

A1 /A2
G1.5

, ~3!

whereSi is the ground state spin factor andAi is the mass
number of the isotopei. The mass factors arise from th
integration over phase space volume.

For Au1Au collisions at E/A5600 MeV @11#, the de-
duced temperatureTHeLi513.32/ln(2.18RHeLi) from the
double ratio of RHeLi5@Y(6Li)/ Y(7Li) #/@Y(3He)/Y(4He)#
remains relatively constant as a function of deduced exc
tion energy for 2.5 MeV<E* /A<10 MeV, but increases
rapidly atE* /A>10 MeV @11#. This trend resembles a firs
order liquid gas phase transition. This observation is diff
ent from the slow increase of temperature with incident
ergy as observed in inclusive experiments that measured
cited state population. Recently, temperatures have b
measured both from excited states population and dou
isotope ratios for Au1Au central collision fromE/A550 to
200 MeV. Apparent temperatures deduced from excited s
populations are independent of incident energy. In the sa
experiments, apparent temperatures from double isotope
tios constructed withY(3He)/Y(4He) ratios increase more
rapidly with beam energy@12#. At the lowest beam energy
the two thermometers are close to each other.

Temperatures from ten isotope ratios ‘‘all involvin
Y(3He)/Y(4He) yield-ratios’’ have been obtained fo
35A MeV Au1Au central collisions@13#. The apparent tem-
peratures depend on the specific pairs. This variation am
different isotope thermometers is also observed in Ar1Ni at
95A MeV for a wide range of excitation energy@14#. Be-
cause the primary fragments produced in the reaction
freeze-out stage are normally highly excited, they will u
dergo secondary decays. Thus, the measured yields us
construct the apparent temperature are different from dis
butions of the ground state populations at the freeze-
stage. This sequential decay effect may account for the
served difference between different thermometers.

In an attempt to include the secondary decay effect, te
peratures deduced fromRHeLi were multiplied by 1.2 in Ref.
1567 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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1568 PRC 59XI, LYNCH, TSANG, FRIEDMAN, AND DURAND
@11#. This scaling factor was obtained from the quantum s
tistical model ~QSM! @17# by comparing temperatures de
duced fromRHeLi to the model temperature. It, however, d
pends on the model parameters@11,12,16–19#. Furthermore,
in this model, only fragments in known bound states a
resonances are taken into account. It neglects contribut
from higher resonances that are important especially w
the fragments are highly excited.

In this work, we study the influence of secondary dec
on nuclear temperature derived from excited states pop
tion and double isotope ratios using a model which is
scribed in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we discuss effects of the e
perimental constraints imposed on the model. In Sec. IV,
fluctuations among different isotope temperatures will
discussed. Finally, a summary will be given in Sec. V.

II. SEQUENTIAL DECAY MODEL

Highly excited nuclear systems formed in heavy-ion re
tions will deexcite by emitting nuclear fragments. In gener
these emitted fragments are themselves excited and will
excite by emitting particles and gamma rays to the fi
ground states. To address questions relating to the temp
ture of the nuclear system, we describe the two stage
emission with the model first developed in Refs.@3–6#. In
the first stage, the excited system emits fragments in t
ground and excited states according to a statistical des
tion; possible candidates for this description range from
evaporation from a heavy residue to the complete vapor
tion of the system. In the second stage, the excited fragm
produced in the first stage decay to the ground states.

A. Initial fragment populations

Assuming emission from a composite system of m
numberA0 and charge numberZ0 we approximate the initia
population of a given excited state by the expression

P~Ni ,Zi ,Ei* ,Ji ,mp ,mn ,Tem!

5C~2Ji11!~Ni1Zi !
1.5expS 2

Vi

Tem
1

Qi

Tem
D

3expS 2
Ei*

Tem
DexpS 2

Zimp1Nimn

Tem
D P~ tb /t i !. ~4!

The excited state is characterized by, excitation ene
Ei* , spin Ji , neutron numberNi , and charge numberZi

while Vi is the Coulomb barrier,2Qi is the separation en
ergy for emission of this nuclear state from the residue.Tem
is the emission temperature or the temperature at freeze
The ‘‘chemical potentials’’mp and mn , are treated as free
parameters to reproduce both the experimental~final! charge
distributions, and the charge-to-mass ratios of the emi
charged particles up toZ513 as will be discussed in Sec. II
The suppression factorP(tb /t i) will be discussed in the nex
subsection. While Eq.~4! does not correspond directly t
either the limit of evaporation@20,21# or of bulk multifrag-
mentation@22,23#, it can approach those limits for suitab
choices ofmn andmp .
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B. Decay of excited fragments

Each decay from the initial excited fragment is calculat
using tabulated branching ratios when available@3–6,24#, or
by using the Hauser-Feshbach formalism@25#, when such
information is unavailable. The model includes all expe
mentally known discrete bound states and resonant state
nuclei with charge less than or equal to 13. Unknown sp
and parities of tabulated resonant states were randomly
signed in these calculations@3–6# and then changed in sub
sequent calculations to assess the corresponding unce
ties. In general, the uncertainties in isotope ratio calculati
due to the uncertainties in the unknown spins and parities
of the order of 5%.

When the excitation energy is high, the calculations m
consider decays from short-lived unidentified states with
barrier to particle emission. These states are included in
model by using the Fermi-gas level density formula in R
@26#. In this article, the contributions from these states w
be referred to as the ‘‘continuum.’’ These continuum sta
are matched to the known discrete states for any given
tope as described in Refs.@3–6#.

For the very short-lived states, it is likely that the stat
will decay before the excited fragments are fully separa
from each other. The solid line in the top panel of Fig.
shows the relationship between the lifetimet i and excitation
energy for20Ne using the Weisskopf model@20#

t i5\/G, ~5!

where\5h/2p andh is the Planck’s constant and the dec
width G was calculated as in Ref.@21#,

G}(
i

T2e2Vi /TFi~T!. ~6!

FIG. 1. Lifetime ~top panel!, level density~middle panel!, and
yield ~bottom panel! as a function of the excition energy of20Ne. In
the middle and bottom panels, the solid lines represent level den
and yield after the suppression factor exp(2tb /ti) is included.
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The summation is over particles typesn,p,d,t,3He,4He. Fi is
the temperature-dependent free energy andVi is the emission
barrier of particlei. T is the temperature calculated fro
excitation energy using Fermi gas formulaT
5AE* (8/A) MeV. The prediction is nearly identical to th
calculations~dashed line! from the Feshbach formula@25#,
where the branching ratios were taken from tabulated ta
@24#. As shown in Fig. 1, the lifetime decreases dramatica
with excitation energy. AboveE* /A55 MeV, the lifetime is
less than 50 fm/c.

To take this prebreakup effect into account, a suppres
factor, P(tb /t i)5exp(2tb /ti) is included in Eq.~1!. In the
present work, we chose the parametertb to be 100 fm/c, a
typical breakup time for multifragmentation process@27#. To
illustrate the effect of the lifetime suppression factor, t
level density, number of levels per MeV of excitation e
ergy, was plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 1 as a funct
of the excitation energy per nucleon of20Ne. The dashed line
is the level density calculated from the Fermi gas model@26#
and the solid line is the effective level densityr(E* )exp
(2tb /ti). The Fermi gas level density increases rapidly w
excitation energy while the effective level density increa
much slower especially at high excitation energy. The slow
increase of the level density agrees with the trend from
shell model calculations of Mustafa which only take sta
and metastable states into consideration@28#.

The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the relative yields
20Ne excited states as a function of excitation energy ass
ing Tem58 MeV. Since the yield is not normalized to a pa
ticular set of experimental data, it is plotted in arbitrary un
With no level density suppression~dashed lines!, the yield
increases and flattens out beyondE* /A55 MeV. According
to this scenario, contributions from continuum states as h
as E* /A58 MeV are still significant. On the other han
when the suppression factors exp(2tb /ti) are included~solid
lines!, the yield peaks at aroundE* /A54 MeV and de-
creases drastically at higher excitation energy due to s
lifetime.

To extend continuum states to infinity is impractical.
practice, a cut on the continuum states is made. Figur

FIG. 2. Effect of the cutoff energy to the double isotope ra
RHeLi for two calculationsTem57 MeV ~closed points! and 10 MeV
~open points!.
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shows the calculated double yield-ratiosRHeLi at
Tem57 MeV ~closed circles! and Tem510 MeV ~open
circles! as a function ofEcut/A, the energy beyond which th
continuum states are not included in the calculations. Ab
Ecut/A55 MeV, the calculated ratio approaches t
asymptotic value within the model uncertainty for both em
sion temperatures. ThusEcut/A55 MeV is chosen as the
cutoff energy for continuum states in the present calcu
tions, consistent with the observation shown in the bott
panel of Fig. 1.

Sequential feeding often lowers the apparent temperat
Inclusion of continuum states amplifies this effect. For illu
tration, we perform sequential calculations for the syst
Au1Au. The experimental charge distribution ofZ2.5 at ex-
citation energy of 13.2A MeV @29# was used to constraint th
calculation as described in Sec. III. Figure 3 shows the
parent isotope temperatureTHeLi as a function of the input
~emission! temperature. Sequential decay calculations
cluding only known bound states and resonances are sh
by the dot-dashed line. There is a monotonic depende
betweenTHeLi and Tem even though the sensitivity toTHeLi
decreases with increasing temperature. For reference,
dotted line represents calculations with no secondary de
Without the influence of secondary decay, the calculated
tope temperature is nearly the same as the input tempera
However, when continuum states are included, the calc
tion flattens out atTem.7 MeV as shown by the solid line
Inclusion of sequential decay contributions from the co
tinuum enhances decays to low-lying states and rendersTHeLi
insensitive to the emission temperature at high excitation
ergy @29,30#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

In the present calculations,mp andmn in Eq. ~1! are not
given the values assigned to them as ‘‘chemical potentia
@31# or ‘‘free excitation energies’’@21# within the specific
statistical model. Instead, they are determined from two
perimental constraints: the charge-to-mass ratio of the pa
nucleus is required to be the same as the charge-to-mass
of the emitted charged particles~up to Z513) from the cal-

FIG. 3. CalculatedTHeLi as a function of input temperaturesTem

by including different excited states.
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1570 PRC 59XI, LYNCH, TSANG, FRIEDMAN, AND DURAND
culations, and the final charge distributions reproduce
experimental charge distributions.

A. Effects of charge-to-mass ratio of the emitted particles

If the measured yields were not affected by second
decay in the thermal model, temperatures from the dou
isotope ratios obtained from Eq.~4! should be independen
of the neutron to proton numbers of the parent nucleus. S
the measured isotope yields are not the same as the pri
distribution, this is not necessarily true. If the system bre
up completely into fragments with no residue left, the sum
all the charge of the charged particles divided by the sum
all the neutrons, free and bound, should be equal to
(N/Z)C of the compound nucleus due to conservation of p
ticle number:

~N/Z!C5
SmiNi

SmiZi
, ~7!

wheremi is the multiplicity of a given isotope andZi andNi
are the charge number and neutron number of the em
particle, respectively. For the Au1Au system, the nomina
value of (N/Z)C is 1.49. In the bottom panel of Fig. 4, th
double ratio temperature from the Li and He isotopesTHeLi
~dashed line! and temperature from the5Li excited states and
ground statesT(5Li) ~solid line! are plotted as a function o
(N/Z)C . In all the calculations,Tem is set to 4 MeV and the
parametersmp andmn , in Eq. ~4! are adjusted to reproduc
the charge distribution,Z22.5.

Over the range from (N/Z)C51.3 to 2.0,THeLi changes
by more than 10% butT(5Li) remains constant since tem
perature deduced from excited states involves only one
tope and is not dependent on (N/Z)C . However, THeLi
changes by less than 5% over the more reasonable valu
(N/Z)C from 1.4 to 1.7. Thus, experimentally, one does n
expect to see much variation in the apparent temperature
to isospin effects. On the other hand, changes in (N/Z)C
should affect the single isotope ratio much more. The sin

FIG. 4. Apparent temperatures~bottom panel! and single isotope
ratios ~top panel! plotted as a function of (N/Z)C used in the se-
quential decay calculations.
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isotope yield-ratio Y(6Li)/ Y(7Li) ~dashed line!,
Y(7Be)/Y(9Be) ~solid line!, andY(3He)/Y(4He) ~dot-dashed
line! are plotted in the top panel of Fig. 4. The single rati
change by about 50% fromN/Z51.3 to 1.7. Such observa
tion that the single ratios change while the double rat
remain stable has been confirmed recently by studying
singles and double hydrogen and helium isotope ratios
124Sn1124Sn and 112Sn1112Sn reactions atE/A540 MeV
@32#.

B. Effects of charge distributions

For most heavy-ion reactions, the experimental cha
distribution can be parametrized by the power lawP(Z)
}Z2t. The effects of sequential decays depend on the
mary charge distributions, with steep distributions yieldi
fewer particles from sequential decays than flat distributio
Before comparing any model predictions to experimental
sults, it is important that the final charge distributions fro
the calculations reproduce the experimental distributio
This can be accomplished by adjusting the chemical po
tial parametersmp andmn in Eq. ~4!. To examine the sensi
tivity of the isotope temperatureTHeLi to the charge distribu-
tion parameterst, THeLi is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function o
the emission temperatureTem for values ofmn andmp which
provide t52.0, 2.5, and 3.0. BelowTem,5 MeV, THeLi is
relatively insensitive tot. In contrast,THeLi is very sensitive
to t at high emission temperatures. In this region, small
certainties int result in large uncertainties in the extracte
isotope temperature. Thus, the experimental uncertaintie
t often preclude the determination of meaningful tempe
ture at high excitation energy@29#.

IV. FLUCTUATIONS OF ISOTOPE TEMPERATURES

Following Eq. ~2!, the isotope temperature can be det
mined from the yield of ratios of two pairs of isotope
Within each pair, the two isotopes differ from each other
one neutron number. If there were no influence from
secondary decay, any combination of isotope pairs, i.e., t
mometers, fulfilling this condition should yield the sam

FIG. 5. CalculatedTHeLi as a function of input temperaturesTem

for different charge distribution parameterst.
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PRC 59 1571INFLUENCE OF SECONDARY DECAY ON ISOTOPE- . . .
temperature. However, recent studies of more than 1
thermometers reveal that the apparent temperatures
highly dependent on the particular isotopes used@33#. In
general, fluctuations arising from different thermometers
largest for those with small values of binding-energy para
eterB in Eq. ~2!.

Thermometers with largeB fluctuate less but require on
pair of the isotopes used in Eq.~2! to include one strongly
bound stable nucleus and one neutron deficit nucleus, so
pair has a large binding energy difference. Sincea particles
are strongly bound, the isotope pair (3He, 4He) provides
many isotope thermometers withB.10 MeV which have
been studied extensively in the literature@9–16,18,19#. The
(11C, 12C) isotope pair also has a large binding energy d
ference arising from the strongly bound12C and the neutron
deficit 11C nuclei. Thus, one can form many double isoto
yield ratios using (11C, 12C) isotopes@33#. Due to the low
cross section and the difficulty in isotope separation,
thermometers involving heavier isotope ratios such
(11C, 12C) have been less studied experimentally@15,33#.

The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows the calculated isoto
temperatures of Eq.~2! using isotope ratios listed in Table
according to increasingB for Tem54.4 MeV. Before sequen
tial decays, the calculated temperatures from primary gro
state yields@Eq. ~4!# are independent of specific isotope r
tios used, atTem as shown by the dotted line. After sequent
feedings, the calculated apparent temperatures fluct
~open points!.

The calculated values in Fig. 6 are mostly below 4
MeV. The exception is the one involving (9Be, 10Be) ratio
whose apparent temperature is above 7 MeV. To show
fluctuations more clearly, dashed lines are drawn to guide
eye. The trends of the fluctuations~high and low values! are
similar to those observed experimentally in the cen
Au1Au collisions atE/A535 MeV @13#.

To study the effects of different contributions from s
quential decays to the fluctuations, calculations were p
formed by including different classes of excited states. T

FIG. 6. CalculatedTapp as a function of binding energy differ
enceB ~bottom panel! for isotope ratios involving3He, 4He listed in
Table I. Top panels shows three calculations with different type
excited states included.
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solid lines in the top panels of Fig. 6 represent appar
temperatures predicted by calculations where only obser
discrete bound states@24# are included in the sequential de
cay calculations. For the He thermometers, when known p
ticle unbound resonances@24# are included, the fluctuation
change slightly~dot-dashed lines!. Finally, when contribu-
tions from the higher states in the continuum as describe
Sec. II, are included, there are slightly more changes~dashed
lines!.

Similar studies have been performed for the thermome
involving (11C, 12C) as shown in Fig. 7. Compared to H
thermometers, the effects of including more states are m
larger. For example, most of the (11C, 12C) thermometers
calculated from sequential decays including bound sta
only ~solid line, upper panel! are a few MeV higher than the
temperatures including more states. The effect of inclus
of known particle unbound resonances~dot-dashed lines! and
states in the continuum~dashed lines! lower the temperature
to around 3 MeV, much below the input temperature of 4
MeV. @In many experimental measurements, the (11C, 12C)
thermometers provide apparent temperatures around 4 M
somewhat higher than these illustrative results.#

It is not clear why the current model fails to predict th

f

TABLE I. List of isotope thermometers involving (3He, 4He)
isotope pair withB.10 MeV using the empirical correction factor
ln k/B obtained in Ref.@34#.

Isotope ratio a
B

~MeV!
(ln k/B)expt

~MeV21!

(6,7Li, 3,4He) 2.18 13.32 20.0051
(9,10Be, 3,4He) 0.38 13.76 20.084
(2,3H, 3,4He) 1.59 14.29 0.0097
(12,13B, 3,4He) 1.95 15.69 0.0601
(8,9Li, 3,4He) 1.24 16.51 0.0423
(11,12B, 3,4He) 1.11 17.20 0.0215
(1,2H, 3,4He) 5.60 18.40 0.0496
(7,8Li, 3,4He) 1.98 18.54 0.0265

FIG. 7. CalculatedTapp as a function of binding energy differ
enceB ~bottom panel! for isotope ratios involving (11C, 12C) listed
in Table II.
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1572 PRC 59XI, LYNCH, TSANG, FRIEDMAN, AND DURAND
carbon temperatures. One problem is the inability of the c
rent calculations to predict the carbon isotope distributio
@5,6#. The calculated distributions are much narrower th
the experimental ones. In addition, the model tends to o
predict the number of particles decaying to the ground s
of the stable and neutron rich nuclei such as12C, 13C and
severely under-predicts the yield of neutron deficit nuc
such as11C. More work is clearly needed to understand t
effect of sequential decays on the temperatures extra
from these heavy isotopes.

Recently, empirical sequential decay corrections h
been used to relate the apparent temperatures to the fre
out temperaturesT0

1

T
5

1

T0
1

ln k

B
, ~8!

where the measured ratioR ~after sequential decay! is as-
sumed to be proportional to the ratio obtained from the p
mary ground state yieldsR0

R5kR0 . ~9!

The values of lnk/B have been determined experimenta
for some isotope ratios by assumingT0 to be the tempera
tures determined from excited states@33,34#. These correc-
tion factors obtained at temperature around 4 MeV are fo
to reduce the fluctuations in the apparent temperature
general. To the first order, the experimentally observ
ln k/B values obtained at temperature around 4 MeV,
found to be independent of the reactions and excitation
ergies.

To investigate the properties of these correction facto
we applied the empirical determined lnk/B values listed in
Tables I and II to the calculated temperatures shown in
bottom panels of Figs. 6 and 7. Due to the large numbe
low-lying states in 10Be, any isotope ratios including
9Be/10Be yield ratios exhibit large apparent temperatures.
applying Eq.~8!, this temperature normally decreases to v
ues comparable to other isotope ratios. In the case
(3He, 4He) thermometers, the empirical correction factors
ln k/B listed in Refs.@33, 34# account for most of the fluc
tuations and bring the corrected temperatures~solid circles!
h
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in agreement with the input temperature~dotted line!. How-
ever, for (11C, 12C) thermometers, except for the ratios i
volving 9Be/10Be, the sequential decay correction factors
fect the raw temperatures little and the corrected tempera
cluster around 3 MeV instead of 4.4 MeV, the input tempe
ture of the calculations. Without additional information, su
as calibrations from other thermometers, it is not clear
mean corrected isotope temperatures obtained from Eq~8!
using the lnk/B values of Tables I and II give the freeze-o
temperatures.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, sequential decay calculations that inclu
bound states, known resonant states, and continuum s
were studied. Unlike other statistical models where tempe
ture and density were the model input parameter, we p
formed the calculation for a particular set of experimen
data by changing emission temperature and require that
charge distribution be reproduced by calculation. Our cal
lation indicates that due to a strong feeding effect, especi
from continuum states, nuclear temperature measurem
from the double isotope ratio at temperatures beyond 6 M
are strongly affected by secondary decays. The fluctuat
between different isotope thermometers observed in the
periment are mainly due to structure effects in the second
decay process.

TABLE II. List of isotope thermometers involving (11C, 12C)
isotope pair withB.10 MeV using the empirical correction factor
ln k/B obtained in Ref.@33#.

Isotope ratio a
B

~MeV!
(ln(k)/B)expt

~MeV21!

13,14C/11,12C 1.96 10.54 0.021
6,7Li/ 11,12C 5.90 11.47 20.039
9,10Be/11,12C 1.03 11.91 20.098
12,13C/11,12C 7.92 13.77 0.0015
12,13B/11,12C 5.28 13.84 0.065
11,12B/11,12C 3.00 15.35 0.010
8,9Li/ 11,12C 3.35 15.78 20.006
7,8Li/ 11,12C 5.36 16.69 0.033
ki,

.
-
nd

.
g,

,
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